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Tosh is not yet awake when I pad downstairs. Pad, my slippered feet scuffing on the 

floorboards, is as graceful a movement as I can manage these days. My limbs are slow 

to respond; the bones brittle and awkward like stalks of cane sugar. On the outside, 

though, my toes have curled. Frog legs, I think, whenever I happen to see them.  

‘La Grenouille! How appropriate for the South of France,’ Tosh would tease if 

I told him. But of course, he’s not yet awake. Alone, then, my frog feet and I hobble 

into the living room. There are no curtains: the French, it would seem, have nothing to 

hide. The sunlight too is different here. It casts long, searching prisms through the 

window; pure beams of light that illuminate the scene before me in white hot stripes.  

‘No depth to it,’ I’ve heard Tosh complain. ‘Not like the light in Glasgow.’ At 

home, any sun that reaches us has fought its way through the smoke, the grit, the 

charcoal clouds of industry. Quarrelsome and sooty: the unmistakable vision of home. 

Margaret Macdonald Mackintosh, The May Queen, ca. 1900. Gesso, hessian, twine, glass beads, thread, mother-of-pearl and 
tin leaf, 158 x 457cm. Kelvingrove Art Gallery and Museum, Glasgow. 
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With a sigh, I take my seat and ready myself for this morning’s task. The 

watercolours. Arranged by Tosh’s aged yet exacting fingers, the paintings stand in 

line: floral soldiers, prepared for their passing-out parade. Their colours are delicate, 

ethereal strokes of violet and rose, yet the linework is strict, almost Japanese in its 

austerity. Tosh delights in unexpected combinations. We both do.  

‘Something’s missing, something’s missing …’ I heard him grumbling over 

the flowery troops yesterday: pipe in one hand, paintbrush in the other. ‘Would you 

work your magic on them, dearest?’ He flatters me, hooking his arm around my waist 

(thicker, these days, though he is too polite to say so. Nothing escapes an artist’s eye). 

He winks at me, grinning with the same roguish twinkle that first charmed me back at 

art school. ‘I have only talent,’ he whispers. ‘You, Margaret, are the genius.’ It’s not 

true, of course. No one uses the word ‘genius’ to describe us now. Certainly not for 

me, and now not even for Tosh. There were days when he was hailed as an innovator. 

An architectural prodigy with European promise, the dynamic young upstart who had 

the power to elevate his profession literally from the ground up. But those days seem 

more distant than ever from this side of the Channel. ‘Was it the war?’ I wonder. 

Once, our fluency in German indicated sophistication. Travel. Now, it would be 

treason.  

‘At least you never change,’ I murmur into the paint palette. My fingers creak, 

but as they warm my hands and I rejoice in the familiar contours of the brush. I will 

bring these paintings to life, even if I cannot do the same for myself. A moment or 

two of pleasure in a life that has, I assume, relatively few moments left.  

 

* 
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‘Market time.’ Three hours have passed before I speak again. ‘I need to buy us 

something for lunch.’ I keep my voice low enough not to wake Tosh fully. Still, I can 

imagine his grunt of assent. After so many years of marriage, I find that the actual 

presence of your beloved is not strictly necessary to have a conversation with them. I 

know what Tosh will say before he does, and so I let him sleep on: sketching him 

within my mind until his form is conjured before my eyes; moustache and pipe and 

dry twist of a smile intact.  

‘How do you find the energy?’ my imaginary husband asks me, while the real 

one snores upstairs. ‘How do you find the energy to keep going?’ 

‘You tell me,’ I retort. ‘I’m your older woman.’ Imaginary laughter, from both 

of us.  

Outside in the lane, the prisms of sun have broadened into a glowing midday 

sweep: a golden wash over the coastline water, bringing it to the boil. I shuffle on my 

bowed legs towards the fish stall, basket in my hand. I can see, or rather feel, the other 

wives watching me. They tilt their heads in unison as I pass. Indifferent enough not to 

seem openly hostile. Too hawkish to be entirely friendly. Très French, I decide. But in 

my heart I know what elles pensent.  

‘She’s so old to be so foreign,’ they must be thinking. ‘What is she doing 

here?’ I have no good answer to give, in either French or English. Head lowered, I 

pretend to judge the merits of every slice: buying myself time to calculate what the 

price of our fish would be in sterling. I take the long route back. My natural pace, I 

fear, is more horse-and-cart than automotive. The women around me travel in pairs, 

elbows linked in the sweet sorority of gossip. I hear snippets of their speech, curt little 

sentences flicked off their tongues like a bitter taste. I attempt to translate by brushing 

the dust from my girlhood time in Paris.  
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‘Travel?’ 

‘A journey?’  

‘My greatest journey was to Vienna,’ I wish I could contribute. ‘I exhibited my work 

in Vienna.’ 

‘You mean your husband worked in Vienna?’ 

‘Non … no.’ Even in English, some sentences are lost in translation.  

To my right, a pair of little girls sits on the sea wall. Their legs dangle over the 

stonework, thin as school pencils, and I smile when their socks slide down to their 

ankles. The girls giggle, plucking flowerheads from the weeds that grow between the 

bricks. The older one removes a petal and plants it, with surprising softness, in her 

companion’s hair. Des soeurs avec des fleurs, I think. Then I think of Frances.  

My sister was always smaller. Smaller in stature as well as in number: more 

petite even that the younger of these two French waifs when we were their age. No 

one believed that a girl like Frances could grow up to do what she did. No one 

believed that she could create those paintings. Those fierce, angular female figures 

with minds of their own and limbs that reached out, grappling past the edges of the 

paper to take hold of the viewer; seizing him by his lapels and shaking him into the 

new century. She created each one, and she created their frames too. Beat, press, 

compel: day after day she manipulated sheets of pure metal into the elegant 

submission she craved. Journalists often remarked on those frames, writing about us 

in their art magazines and circulars. ‘The Marvellous Miss Macdonalds,’ I believe one 

of them called us.  

We wore flowers in our hair too, in those days. With sudden clarity, vivid and 

more startling than the French sun at its worst, I can recall Frances and I painting side 

by side. What year could that have been? What was she working on? In the heat of the 
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memory I am transfixed by own canvas: trellised with paintwork in lilac and green, 

and bejewelled with stone beads I set straight into the mix. My largest artwork yet. I 

remember its composition: three blocks of board fixed together until the span 

stretched wider than my arms. The May Queen. One of my finest. Tosh made a 

companion piece, his own complementary version, but that came a little later. For 

now, it was Frances at my side. She played with my tools, laughing as she wove the 

beads and flowers into her hair. Both of us were red heads, then, but hers was the 

darker hue. A glinting garnet auburn, framed by a garland of flora. A Celtic vision of 

Millais’s Ophelia.  

‘You’re the May Queen,’ I said.   

‘May Fly, more like,’ Frances shot back. ‘I live for my art, but I live only one day.’ 

She closed her eyes; hung her head to one side. Playing dead.  

1899. The year was 1899. The year both of us became engaged. Does a woman ever 

burn more brightly than the time of her engagement? Chosen, not yet frozen: the hope 

of a brush poised before a blank canvas. I hear that Herbert destroyed most of her 

work. He destroyed most of her. ‘Mrs Herbert McNair,’ the obituary began. ‘Wife and 

mother, and a quite lovely amateur watercolourist.’ It was only after reading that my 

tears began to fall. 

Tosh is awake when I return. A little breathless, but chirpy in his mood; 

somehow he always manages to wheeze with a Scottish accent. I catch him peering 

through the curtainless window across the bay, scrutinizing the outline of the rocks at 

the cove. He has painted them before. Will he do so again? Behind his glasses, I see 

him frown. Lines that do not release. I shuffle towards him and we embrace, the 

meagre basket of fish askew between us.  
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‘The watercolours look wonderful, my dear,’ he compliments me. ‘I hope you 

don’t mind that I went ahead …?’ One hand still holding mine, the other gestures to a 

signature freshly inked onto the nearest painting. CRM/MMM. ‘So the world will 

know we made them together.’  

‘Will they sell?’ I want to ask.  

‘I don’t know,’ he does not want to answer. Instead, he says: 

‘I’m tired, Margaret.’ 

‘Tired of here? Of France?’ 

‘Tired.’  

As le soleil finally simmers down to its 

embers, I dare to open our correspondence. 

Bills, predominately. A great number of bills. 

Plus the odd salutation: we still have many 

acquaintances, if few true friends left. I shove 

the remaining bundle back into their drawer and 

attempt to close it. Something snags. I groan, 

the tone sagging like a bellow, and reach in to 

remove the problem. Our passports. I lay them 

out on the table. We may need them again soon. 

The covering envelope is annotated with fat, 

amateurish calligraphy; the blottish handiwork 

of an over-eager desk clerk. Mrs Charles Rennie Mackintosh. I stretch for my brush. 

Paint over. Bring to life. Margaret Macdonald Mackintosh.  

 

Officially attributed to Charles Rennie Mackintosh (signed 
'CRM/MMM'), Japanese Witch Hazel, 1915. Pencil and 
watercolour on paper, 26.3 x 21.1cm. The Hunterian Art 
Gallery, University of Glasgow.  
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I hear a cough behind me as Tosh moves to return upstairs. My head makes a 

half-turn of its own accord: a wife’s instinct to check that he has recaptured his 

breath. The movement places a vase of flowers in my sightline. The real-life models 

of what we labour to depict. Already, some have started to wilt.  

‘Too Scottish for the French heat?’ I ask one. The sallow corners of its petal 

crumble at my fingertips. Gently, with the touch I usually save for art, I cradle what 

remains. Place it behind my ear. And I am the May Queen for a moment; a flower 

soon forgotten.  

 

[1760] 

 

 


